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Abstract 
The liberalization of B shares in February 2001 provides an ideal arbitrage 
opportunity for local Chinese residents. With the same dividend claims over time, 
arbitragers regard A shares and B shares as perfect substitutes and thus these two 
classes of share should be priced equally. Therefore, this thesis examines the 
systematic change in discount of B-share stocks before and after the liberalization of 
B shares. Based on the observation of totally 86 Chinese companies in the Shanghai 
and Shenzhen stock exchanges that issued both A shares and B shares, we apply a 
time-series model to test for the existence of structural break in the series of daily 
average discount of B-share. We demonstrate that the arbitrage happens but fail to 
force the prices of two classes of share into fundamental value. In addition, we find 
that there are significant costs for both investors and companies in converting foreign 
currencies. We also find that investing in A shares or B shares make no difference 
particularly in the short run when the likelihood of a policy change is negligible. 
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1.1 Modern View of Arbitrage 
One unique characteristic of the China stock market is that the People's Republic of 
China (PRC) company can issue shares that are exclusive for local Chinese residents, 
termed A shares, while also shares that are exclusive for foreign investors, termed B 
shares. Other than segmentation by ownership, these two classes of share are similar] 
In fact, according to Article 44, Interim Provisions of Shenzhen Municipality on 
Companies Limited by Shares^ the rights and obligations of shareholders holding B 
shares are the same as the rights and obligations of shareholders holdings A shares in 
the same company. However, A shares invariably has higher market price than the 
corresponding (i.e. same company) B shares.� 
With the same dividends and voting rights for all shareholders, why were B shares 
traded at a discount? From the classical view of asset valuation, Samuelson (1973) 
states the fair game model, which implies that stock prices equal the expected present 
value of future dividends in equilibrium: 
1 In some countries, such as Hong Kong, A shares and B shares are different in terms of the voting 
rights. B shares involve no voting right. These companies are unrelated to those under study here. 
2 At present, we do not find any relevant ordinance concerning the difference between A shares and B 
shares in terms of the right and obligation in official security law of China. This article is found in 
securities manual, named the PRC Securities Market Handbook, which is sponsored by Simmons & 
Simmons. 
3 On the Chinese foreign discount, see, for example, Bariley (1994)，Ma (1996), Chakravarty, Sarkar, 




Pi is the price of the stock at time t, E, the expected dividend streams at time 
t and p represents the discount rate according to CAPM. 
If the market is efficient, price movements occur if and only if new information, 
which affects investors' expectation of future dividends, arrives. Therefore, the stock 
price would always fully adjust to its fundamental value. The theory implied two 
classes of shares with the same dividends would be priced equally. 
Shleifer and Summers (1990) claim the stock market consists of two types of 
investors: "arbitrageurs" and "noise trader". Arbitrageurs are those who know the 
"right" level of stock price (say, based on future dividends). They are able to form 
fully rational expectations about security returns. In contrast, noise traders are those 
who buy and sell without reason, follow what other people are doing, or base their 
decisions on absurd reasoning. 
Arbitrageurs play a central role in standard finance. They trade to ensure that if a 
security has a perfect substitute 一 a portfolio of other securities that yields the same 
return 一 then the price of the security equals the price of that substitute portfolio. 4 If 
the price of the security falls below that of the substitute portfolio, arbitrageurs sell 
the portfolio and buy the security until the prices are equalized, vice versa if the price 
4 The scope of arbitrage is very broad. Specifically, this kind of arbitrage in finance literature is 
different from the traditional view of arbitrage, which requires free mobility of physical goods so that 
one good can have only one price, regardless of the location of the market. However, the modem 
interpretation does not have such requirement. 
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of the security rises above that of the substitute portfolio. When the substitute is 
indeed perfect, this arbitrage is riskless. 
Sharpe and Alexander (1990) state that arbitrage plays a critical role in analyzing the 
security markets, because its effect is to bring prices to fundamental values and to 
keep market efficient. 
In particular, arbitrage requires one player (1) to freely engage in different markets 
and (2) to buy a cheaper asset and sell a more expensive substitute portfolio, in order 
to get the same claims over certain future income stream. If they are priced differently, 
arbitrage opportunity appears and arbitrage consequently eliminates the price gap. 
Arbitrage was however limited in a worldwide equity market. Shleifer and Vishny 
(1997) argue that if arbitrager does not access to additional capital when security 
prices diverge, he might be forced to prematurely unwind the position and incur a loss. 
Arbitrage becomes ineffective in extreme circumstance, when prices diverge far from 
fundamental values. 
Recently, Mitchell, Pulvino and Stafford (2002) examine 82 situations where the 
market value of a company was less than its subsidiary. These situations imply 
arbitrage opportunities, providing an ideal setting to study the risks and market 
frictions that prevent arbitrageurs from immediately forcing prices to fundamental 
values. They find that in 30 percent of the sample, the link between the parent and its 
subsidiary was severed before the relative value discrepancy was corrected. Finally, 
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they suggest that uncertainty about the distribution of returns and characteristics of the 
risks limited arbitrage. 
At present, little empirical literature has explored arbitrage opportunity under 
different institutional frameworks in other stock markets. Our study considers the 
liberalization of B shares in China stock market on February 19, 2001. This event 
implied arbitrage opportunities in a framework different from the situation in Mitchell, 
Pulvino and Stafford (2002). Our finding is consistent with theirs that arbitrage was 
also limited but the reasons behind the story are different. 
1,2 Arbitrage Opportunity in China Stock Market 
Prior to 2001, under the ownership segmentation policy in China stock market, 
arbitraging was impossible because arbitragers were not able to legally engage in both 
A-share and B-share market at the same time. Nevertheless, some PRC residents were 
able to invest in B-share stock through relatives or friends in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and 
elsewhere. In addition, anecdotal evidence suggested that local Chinese residents had 
been able to open foreign share accounts relatively easily. ^ Therefore, the market 
segmentation was not completely effective. 
China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC), on February 19, 2001, announced 
that local Chinese residents were allowed to invest in the B-share market. The change 
5 The Economists (March 3, 2001), for example suggested that, by early 2001, 60% to 80% of B shares 
were illegally held by Chinese residents. In addition, The Asian Wall Street Journal (February 21, 2001) 
suggested that Chinese nationals have accounted for perhaps 80% of B-share trading. 
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in ownership policy implied arbitrage opportunity because local Chinese residents (1) 
are now able to freely engage in both A-share and B-share markets and (2) can simply 
sell their A shares and buy B shares simultaneously^. Therefore, with the same 
dividend claims over time, arbitragers should regard A shares and B shares as perfect 
substitutes and thus these two classes of share should be priced equally. As A shares 
were priced mostly higher than B shares, investors were expected to sell A shares for 
B shares. 
Accordingly, one of the purposes of this study is to investigate whether arbitrage 
eliminates the price gap between A shares and B shares. Our method is to examine the 
systematic changes in discounts of B-share stocks before and after the liberalization of 
B shares. 
We note that the policy change affects only local Chinese residents. They can now 
invest in B-share stocks by using individual investor accounts. However, the policy 
change does not affect the institutional investors, foreign institutional investors and 
foreign individual investors. First, local institutional investors cannot engage in B-
share market. Second, foreign institutional investors and foreign individual investors 
can only engage in B-share market. Only local Chinese residents as individual 
investors have arbitrage opportunities since they can now engage in both A-share and 
B-share markets. 
6 Arbitrage opportunity also appears to those who do not have a long position in an expensive security 
when arbitragers are able to short sell the expensive one. However, short selling is strictly prohibited in 
China stock market. 
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We find that although domestic residents are now allowed to substitute more 
expensive A shares for cheaper B shares, the price gap still remains. In fact, on 
average, B-share stocks are still priced 46% lower than the corresponding A-share in 
China stock market. Therefore, our study goes further to explore the factors that limit 
the convergence of the prices of two classes of share. We find that, although there are 
significant costs for both investors and companies in converting foreign currencies. In 
addition, we find that investing in A shares or B shares make no difference 
particularly in the short run when the likelihood of a policy change is negligible. 
There is then no incentive to arbitrage and no tendency for prices to equalize. 
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the 
nature of China stock market. Section 3 summarizes the characteristics of the data. 
Section 4 applies time-series analysis to test for the occurrence of the structural break 
in the series of discount of B-share stock. Section 5 explores the explanations for 
limited arbitrage in China stock market after the liberalization of B shares. Finally, 
Section 6 concludes. 
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Chapter 2 
The China Stock Market 
2.1 Stock Trading 
China stock market is inextricably linked to the shareholding reform of the State-
Owned-Enterprises (SOEs) that virtually began in the 1980s.^ At an experimental 
stage, township and village enterprise of Shenzhen issued shares to the public without 
an organized stock exchange. Investors regarded shares as fixed-income securities 
since they bought the shares mainly for their dividends and never expected that their 
values could appreciate. It was not until the 1990s, especially after Deng Xiaoping's 
southern tour to re-affirm China's commitment to market reform that the shareholding 
experiment and the development of stock market gained momentum. The Party 
Congress in 1992 set the stage for the establishment of modem enterprise system 
(MES), the nuts and bolts of which were laid down in the Company Law subsequently 
promulgated, paving the way for SOEs to become publicly listed companies. 
While over-the-counter trading of shares began in the 1980s, it was not until the 
1990s that the two stock exchanges were set up. In November 1990, the Shanghai 
Stock Exchange (SHSE) was founded, followed by the Shenzhen Stock Exchange 
(SZSE) in February 1991. China has been developing a nationwide equity market 
with two major exchanges in Shanghai and Shenzhen over 13 years. With 
7 For details, see Walter Carl E. and Fraser J. T. Howie, To Get Rich is Glorious 一 China ’s Stock 
Markets in the 80 ‘ and 90 ‘ New York : Palgrave, 2001. 
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technological advancement in trading system, different types of securities are now 
listed on the regulated exchange. Four major classes of securities are now listed as 
follows: equities (A shares and B shares), debts (Government debts, corporate debts 
and convertible debts), funds (including other trust beneficiary receipts) and other 
financial instruments (warrant and treasury bond repurchase). The development of the 
China stock market keeps pace with economic growth of PRC. 
2.2 Segmentation of the Market 
To ensure the state ownership of publicly listed SOEs, shares are segmented into 
different categories: 
State shares', the state owns the state shares of listed enterprises and the interest of the 
state as a shareholder is represented by state asset management agencies. The amount 
designated as state share hinges on the evaluation of assets undertaken during the 
listing process. 
Legal person shares: these are shares owned by enterprises and organizations with 
legal person status through their investment in the listed enterprises. 
Individual domestic shares: these are shares issued by PRC issuers under the PRC 
law, the par value of which is denominated in Renminbi. Shares are subscribed for in 
Renminbi. Individuals and local organizations are able to purchase these shares 
through Initial Public Offers (IPOs) or through the secondary market. 
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Foreign-owned shares: these are shares issued by PRC issuers under the PRC law. 
The par value of which is denominated in Renminbi. Shares are subscribed for in a 
currency other than Renminbi. The transactions of foreign shares are restricted to non-
Chinese residents, such as foreigners as well as investors from Hong Kong, Macau 
and Taiwan. 
Of these four categories, only the last two (i.e. individual domestic shares and foreign-
owned shares) are tradable. These tradable shares are classified as the following sub-
categories: 
A shares: these are shares belonging to the individual domestic shares category and 
are listed on both the SHSE and the SZSE. The transactions of A-share stock are 
restricted to local Chinese residents. 
B shares: these are shares belonging to the foreign-owned shares category and are 
listed on both the SHSE and the SZSE. But the settlement currencies are different. For 
those issued on the SHSE are settled in US dollar while those issued on the SZSE are 
settled in Hong Kong dollar. 
H shares: these are shares belonging to the foreign-owned shares category and are 
listed on the Hong Kong Stock Exchange (SEHK) and those transactions are settled in 
Hong Kong dollar. 
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N shares: these are shares also belonging to the foreign-owned shares category and 
are listed on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). They are transacted in form of 
American Depository Receipts (ADRs) and settled in US dollar. 
Table 1 presents the share structure of PRC issuers in my studied sample. In the 
sample of 86 companies that issued both A shares and B shares in Panel C, it is found 
that, on average, these tradable shares account for 47.67% of issuers' capitalization in 
China stock market, which means that nearly half of the issued shares are largely held 
by the state and organizations with legal person status. 
Insert Table 1 here] 
2.3 Listed Companies 
Table 2 shows the statistics of the listed companies in China stock market. As of 
September 27, 2002, in the SHSE, there are 579 companies issuing A shares only, 44 
companies issuing both A shares and B shares on SHSE, 15 companies issuing both A 
shares and H shares, 5 companies issuing both A shares, H shares and N shares as 
well as 10 companies issuing B shares only. 
In the SZSE, there are 453 companies issuing A shares only, 42 companies issuing 
both A shares and B shares on SHSE, 5 companies issuing both A shares and H shares. 
There are 1 company issuing both A shares, H shares and N shares as well as 14 
companies issuing B shares only. 
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In the SEHK, there are 34 companies issuing H shares only, 5 companies issuing H 
shares and N shares as well as 6 companies issuing both A shares, H shares and N 
shares. 
Insert Table 2 here] 
2.4 Literature Review 
In most countries where firms list separate shares of trading by foreign and domestic 
investors, the prices of the foreign shares tend to be higher.^ In China, the reverse 
tends to be true. The prices of B shares (foreign shares) are lower than A shares 
(domestic shares). The following part reviews some literatures addressing the 
explanation for price discount in China stock market: 
Bailey (1994) presents tentative evidence on the behavior of prices on China stock 
market. He finds that B-share returns have little association with international stock 
index returns or returns on China-related stocks traded in Hong Kong and New York. 
Moreover, he suggests some explanations for the large price discount of B-share 
stocks are that (1) fewer investment choices are available to local Chinese residents. 
They are therefore willing to pay more for A shares due to lower opportunity cost (i.e. 
interest rate on bank deposits). (2) Chinese systematic political and economics risks 
are exposed to the foreign investors. As a result, B-share stocks are traded at a lower 
8 On the typical foreign premium, see, for example, Domowitz, Glen, and Madhavan (1997) 
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price and the B-share market are relatively thin. After the liberalization, local Chinese 
residents are allowed to engage in both A-share and B-share markets. They have more 
investment choices. Therefore, it is believed that investors would pay less on A-share 
stock. 
Ma (1996) argues that local Chinese investors and foreign investors have different 
risk exposures. His empirical results find that the discount can be influenced by the 
investors' attitude towards risk, the difference between domestic risk-free rate, foreign 
risk-free rate, the liquidity of different shares, the correlation between B shares and 
other foreign shares, and regulatory changes. Also, he suggests that A-share market is 
highly speculative, and thus investors may be highly risk tolerant and may want to 
make money in the short run. 
Stulz and Wasserfallen (1995) develop a model where the demand functions for 
foreign and domestic investors differ because of deadweight costs that vary across 
countries. Deadweight cost includes withholding taxes, political risks, transaction 
costs or information acquisition costs. They state, for example, foreign investors in 
China face a higher systematic political risk and pay a higher transaction cost to 
purchase B shares. They show that the higher the deadweight cost, the more the price 
elasticity of the demand from the investors. As a result, domestic firms maximize 
their firm values by discriminating between domestic and foreign investors. 
Chakravaity, Sarkar, and Wu (1998) argue that the discount of B-share stock exists 
because foreign investors find it more difficult, relative to domestic investors, to 
acquire and assess information about local Chinese firms. The difficulties are due to 
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language barriers, different accounting standards, and lack of reliable information 
about the local economy and firms. They develop a theoretical model that 
incorporates both asymmetric information and market segmentation and show that B-
share stock may trade at a discount relative to its A-share. 
Chili and Kwok (1998) argue, however, that foreign investors receive news about 
China faster than domestic investors because of information barriers in China. As a 
result, returns on B shares should lead returns on A shares. They find empirical 
evidence consistent with this hypothesis using cross-autocorrelations between A-share 
returns and B-share returns in China stock market. Given the opposing views, the 
issue may be settled by further empirical analysis. 
Domowitz, Glen, and Madhaven (1997) extend Stulz and Wasserfallen's model to 
accommodate Mexico's system. They take in account the difference in valuation 
between different investor groups because of their needs for diversification, as 
opposed to differences in deadweight cost. As a result, their approach can explain 
difference between the demand elasticities of foreign and domestic investors in China 
stock market. Since foreign investors may have easier access to diversification, they 
have a higher elasticity of demand for stock trading in China stock market. They 
require a higher risk premium to invest in China. As a result, the prices of B-share 
stocks have to be lower to induce foreign investors to hold them. 
The above literatures are based on the fact that both A-share and B-share markets are 
completely segmented. One of the explanations for price discount is the risk premium 
factor, since foreign investors expose higher risk than local investors. However, after 
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the liberalization of B shares, B shares are open to both foreign investors and local 
Chinese investors. We predict that the discount of B-share would drop after the 
removal of risk premium. If this risk premium factor can fully explain the discount of 
B-share, then the price discount should be fiilly eliminated. 
2.5 Liberalization ofB shares 
China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) on 19 February 2001 announced 
that local domestic residents with foreign currency deposit accounts are able to invest 
in B-share market. Before the announcement, both the SHSE and the SZSE halted the 
B-share trading for several days. Eligible local investors could then start trading on 
February 28, 2001. Since B-share stocks are settled in US dollar and HK dollar listed 
in the SHSE and in the SZSE respectively, local investors with foreign exchange 
accounts were required to transfer their deposit into the authorized securities accounts 
at any authorized local commercial bank. And then the bank could issue the certificate 
for the eligible local investors. Those who have the certificate are able to open the B-
share fund accounts in the authorized security brokerage companies and thus start 
trading in B-share market. Also, The minimum required amount of B-share fund 
account is US$1,000 or in equivalent HK dollar. 
In order to prevent illegally acquired foreign currency flooding into the B-share 
market, there were two phases that control new B-share investors. The first phase was 
launched before June 1, 2001. The issuance of certificate issued by bank was 
restricted for those who had already opened foreign currency saving account 
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deposited before February 19, 2001. After June 1, 2001, the second phase started. 
Those who had not yet opened foreign currency saving accounts before February 19, 
2001 are able to apply for the certificate at the authorized bank. 
According to statistics from Shenzhen Stock Exchange Fact Book 2001 and Shanghai 
Stock Exchange Monthly Statistics (December, 2001), the number of new B-share 
individual investors grows exponentially from 8,063 per month in January 2001 to 
437,195 per month in February 2001 and 269,417 per month in March 2001. In 
addition, there are 150,628 new B-share investors in June when the second phase 
started. Details are shown in Graph 1: 
[Insert Graph 1 here； 
Although the statistics on new B-share investors include not only local Chinese 
residents but also foreign investors, this huge change accounted for by the fact that a 
large number of local Chinese residents rushed to become B-share investors. 
Finally, the liberalization of B shares improved market capitalization and trading 
volume in B-share market. Trading summary is shown in Table 3. 
Insert Table 3 here] 
We clearly found that negotiable market capitalization of B shares sharply increased 
from 56.3 billion yuan in 2000 to 111.8 billion yuan in 2001 (98.6% growth) and 
trading volume also exponentially rose from 20.04 billion shares in 2000 to 68.89 
15 
billion shares in 2001 (243.76% growth). The new ownership policy substantially 
stimulated the sluggish B-share market. 
2.6 Operational Difference between A-Share and B-Share Trading 
Trading in A shares and B shares are in similar ways. With respect to the trading 
system, both orders of A shares and B shares are matched automatically by computer 
system according to the principle of "price and time priority" in both the SHSE and 
the SZSE. Also, both A-share and B-share trading are conducted in the same trading 
hours. They are from every Monday to Friday. The morning session is from 09:30 to 
11:30 and the afternoon session is from 13:00 to 15:00. However, the only difference 
in trading system is the settlement system. The China Securities Central Clearing & 
Registration Corporation (CSCCRC) is responsible for the central depository, 
registration and clearing of the securities. It carries out the T+1 settlement for A 
shares and T+3 for B shares. The system allows investors to settle the B shares 
transaction 2 days later than A shares. 
In term of the transaction charges, trading in A shares and B shares cost almost the 
same. First, the 2% of stamp duty charged by government is the same for A shares 
and B shares. Second, flexible brokerages fees are recently allowed in both A shares 
and B shares trading, but the fees are restricted between 0.15% and 3% of the 
transaction amount. Although the brokerage fee varies from different method of 
placing orders (through Internet, automated hotline or mobile phone), the brokerage 
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companies charges both A-share investors and B-share investors the same fees. Third, 
the 0.05% of clearing fee is also the same for A-share and B-share trading. 
Nevertheless, there is a different charge in opening new share account between A 
shares and B shares. In the SHSE, the charges are RMB$40 for A shares and US$15 
for B shares. In the SZSE, the charges are RMB $50 for A shares and HK$120 for B 
shares. It is obvious that this initial fee of B-share trading is much higher than that of 
A-share trading. Since there are still a large number of local Chinese residents rushed 




3.1 A Shares versus B Shares 
This work investigates the systematic change in discounts of all B-share stocks before 
and after the liberalization of B shares. The sample period is from January 3, 1995 to 
September 27, 2002.9 ^ ^ analyze daily data on simultaneously listed A shares and B 
shares of 44 companies listed on the Shanghai Stock Exchange (SHSE) and 42 
companies listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange (SZSE). A list of those 86 
companies is shown in Table 4a and 4b, which present the stock code, the name of 
company, and the listing date of both A shares and B shares of each company listed in 
the SHSE and the SZSE respectively. 
Insert Table 4a & 4b here] 
Table 5 presents the allocation of tradable shares between A shares and B shares. In 
the sample of 86 companies that issued both A shares and B shares, it is found that, 
among the tradable shares, 35.47% are A shares while 64.53% are B shares. The 
number of tradable B shares is much larger than that of tradable A shares. 
9 This sample period is selected to exclusively test for the existence of structural break in series of 
discount around liberalization of B share in February 2001. Including data before January 3, 1995 
would likely affect the empirical result because the series of discount is extremely volatile in newly 
developed stock market. 
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[Insert Table 5 here] 
3.2 Definition of Discount 
The daily discount of B-share stock relative to its A-share (dc) is computed for each 
A-share & B-share issued company: 
For those companies issued on the SHSE, 
dc _ P(A�i，t - P�B�i’t ^ ^iUSD/RMB)t � 
'V p 
where: 
dc. = daily discount of B-share stock relative to its A-share in particular company i 
‘，I 
at date t; P�adjusted stock price of the particular A share i at date 冲’广 
adjusted stock price of the particular B share i at date t, which is denominated in US 
dollar because that particular B share i is listed on SHSE; e卿丨匪、广 the exchange 
rate of US dollar/RMB at date t (i.e. the price of US dollar in terms ofRMB). 
For those companies issued on the SZSE: 





P�B�H is denominated in HK dollar because that particular B share i is listed on the 
SZSE; e ( 励 t h e exchange rate of HK dollar/RMB at date t (i.e. the price of HK 
dollar in terms ofRMB). 
In order to examine whether a systematic change in B-share discount, we calculate the 
overall discount of all B-share stocks in two Chinese stock exchanges, the daily 
simple average discount of B-share stocks relative to their A-share is computed for 




adc = daily simple average discount of all B-share stocks to their A-share at date t\ 
= total number of companies in the sample at date t . 
The daily stock prices of A-share and B-share are collected mainly from Taiwan 
Economics Journal Data Bank (TEJ). They are adjusted for stock splits, stock 
dividends and rights offerings. Also, the data of the exchange rates between Renminbi, 
HK dollar and US dollar are collected from Datastream database. Between 1995 and 
2002, the exchange rate of US dollar/RMB { 6 卿 隱 、 、 w a s quite stable, ranging from 
8.2275 to 8.4447. For the exchange rate of HK dollar/RMB 腦,膨万）)，it was also 
stable, ranging from 1.0594 to 1.0916. These stable exchange rates are due to the 
fixed exchange rate policy in China. 
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The A-share and B-share issued companies grow constantly over the sample period. 
Table 6 summarizes the number of listed companies in China stock market from 1990 
to 2001. We can see the total number of A-share and B-share issued companies 
increased from 58 in 1995 to 88 in 2001. There had been 30 firms newly listed for 7 
years. 
[Insert Table 6 here] 
Graph 2 plots the daily average discount of all B-share stocks in China stock market. 
We can graphically observe the systematic change in discount of B-share stock. The 
average discount of B-share dropped sharply in late February 2001 and then stabilized 
at a lower level of around 47%. 
Insert Graph 2 here] 
Besides, Graph 3 plots the maximum discount of B-share stock^^. We can graphically 
see that the maximum discount of B-share is above 75% before liberalization of B 
shares. After that, it dropped sharply to 60% and then fluctuated around 70%. 
[Insert Graph 3 here: 
Next, Graph 4 plots the minimum discount of B-share stock^^ We can graphically 
discover that there are two periods that discount of B-share among stocks fluctuates 
10 The maximum discount of B-share stock is defined as the maximum discount of B-share among the 
whole samples of B-shares at date t. 
11 The minimum discount of B-share stock is defined as the minimum discount of B-share among the 
whole samples of B-shares at date t. 
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around zero. The first period is from January 3, 1995 to April 7, 1996. Among 65 A-
share and B-share issued companies, 6 companies ^^  whose discount experienced 
negative values with a minimum of-21%. Furthermore, the second period is from 
May 23, 2001 to January 22, 2002. Among 86 A-share and B-share issued companies, 
only 2 companies ^^  experienced negative discount with a minimum of -13%. The 
findings show the large variations of discount of B-share. Also, only a few B shares 
had prices temporally higher than the corresponding A shares. Therefore, we conclude 
that B-share discount was a predominant phenomenon throughout its history. 
Insert Graph 4 here] 
Also, Graph 5 presents the monthly average discounts {adc) of all B-share stocks 
relative to A shares between January 1995 and September 2002. 
[Insert Graph 5 here: 
In a whole sample of totally 86 A-share & B-share companies, we find that the series 
of discount was not constant but followed a stochastic process. We find that from 
January 1995 to March 1999, the average discount increased steadily from 50% to 
86%. Subsequently, due to the change in the ownership policy of B shares, the 
12 The stock codes of these 6 B-share companies are 200012, 200022, 200024, 200513, 200539 (in 
SZSE) and 900918 (in SHSE). 
13 The stock codes of these 2 B-share companies are 900945 and 900946 (in SHSE). 
“ W e perform a hypothesis test to show daily average discount of all B-share stocks is significantly 
different from zero over foil sample period (T=2615). (i.e. HQ ： adc�=0 versus H^ : adc, ^^  0 ) . 
The corresponding test statistics is 171.83 > 1.96. Therefore, we can conclude that we 
r e j e c t Q : adc, = 0 . 
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discount dropped substantially from 75% in February 2001 to 55% in March 2001. 
After which the discount tended to be stable between 45% and 50%. 
In addition, Graph 6 shows the dispersion of daily average discount of all B-share 
stocks relative to A-share for different months. It is found that the standard deviation 
of average discount of B shares for different months is within 7%. The maximum 
fluctuation is from February 2001 to March 2001, which is the period around the B-
share liberalization. Then, the standard deviation decreased steadily to around 0.3%. 
Therefore, this trend implies the average discount tends to be stable. 
[Insert Graph 6 here: 
3.3 A Shares versus H Shares 
As B-share stocks are priced lower than A-share, would H-share stocks also be priced 
lower than A-share? This part examines the series of discount of H-share stock 
relative to A-share. The sample period is from January 3, 1995 to September 27, 2002. 
We analyze daily data on simultaneously listed A shares and H shares of 15 
companies listed on the SHSE and the SEHK, as well as simultaneously listed A 
shares and H shares of 5 companies listed on the SZSE and the SEHK. A list of those 
20 companies is shown in Table 4c & 4d, which present the stock code, the name of 
company, and the listing date of both A shares and H shares of each company. 
[Insert Table 4c & 4d here； 
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The average discounts of all H-share stocks for each date are computed in the way 
similar to the method of the analysis of B-share discount. 
Graph 7 plots the daily average discount of all H-share stocks in China stock market. 
We can graphically observe that the liberalization of B shares has no significant 
impact on the discount of H-share stock. 
Insert Graph 7 here: 
Table 7 presents the annual average discounts of all H-share stocks relative to A-
share between January 1995 and September 2001. 
[Insert Table 7 here； 
In a whole sample of totally 20 A-shares & H-shares companies, the series of discount 
of H-share was also not constant but followed a stochastic process. From 1995 to 
1998, the annual average discount increased steadily from 31.82% to 86.64% (see 
Panel A, Table 7). From 1998 to 2002, the average discount fluctuated around 78% to 
88% (see Graph 7). It is found that H-share discount remains rather high even today 
due to the market segmentation. 
Finally, we find that the average discount of H-share stocks was 62.23% (see Panel B, 
Table 7), which means the H-share stocks were priced 62.23% lower than A-share 
over the sample period that markets are segmented. Compared with B-share stocks 
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before the liberalization, the average discount of B-share stock was on around 70% 
(see Graph 5) from January 1995 to March 2001, which means the B-share stocks 
were priced 70% lower than A-share over time. As a result, we find that the average 
discount of B-share stock relative to A-share is more severe than the discount of H-
share stocks to A-share. 
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Chapter 4 
Test for The Existence of Structural Break 
For the entire sample of A-share & B-share companies, as shown in Graph 2, the 
mean average discount dropped substantially after the change in ownership policy of 
B shares. Previous literature has not yet addressed the systematic change in average 
discount after the liberalization of B shares. This event motivates us to test for the 
existence of structural break in the series of average discount of all B-share stocks. 
When these exists a structural break in discount, arbitraging activities would then be 
implied. 
4.1 The Methodology 
Based on Box-Jenkins (1976) methodology for estimating time-series models, the 
stationary autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) time-series models are 
applied in the analysis. A direct method to test for existence of the structural break is 
adding the intercept dummy variable into the time-series model. The model is now 
established, as shown below: 
adc^ = Qq (5) 
s, 卜丨+ P2S 卜 ( 6 ) 
adc, = ao + + Pi8,_i + + (7) 
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where: 
dummy, = 1 if the trading day t is after the change in ownership policy on February 19, 
2001 or 0 if the trading day t is before the change in ownership policy; adc = daily 
simple average discount of all B-share stocks to A-share at date t\ & = error term; = 
white noise. 
From the equation (7), the daily simple average discount of all B-share stocks relative 
to A-share at date t(adc,) is regressed against a constant term ( a j , its lag�adc卜� ) 
and its lagged error terms (£,_, and s,—2). If the intercept dummy parameter (Yo) is 
negative and significant at a certain percent level, then we can conclude that average 
discount of all B-share stocks dropped systematically. 
Furthermore, in order to make sure that the series is not serially correlated, Lagrange 
multiplier test (LM test) is performed to test the null hypothesis that is white noise. 
If its p-value is greater than 0.05, then null hypothesis would fail to be rejected. Apart 
from the LM test, Durbin's h-statistics are also used to check for the existence of 
serial correlation of . If its p-value is greater than 0.05, then we fail to reject the null 
hypothesis that is white noise. To sum up, the greater the p-value of LM test and 
the greater the p-value of Durbin's h-statistics, the more likely would be white 
noise. 
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4.2. The Empirical Findings 
Three sets of daily discount series {adc,) are tested in this model. The first set of 
series (whole sample) is obtained by the whole sample including all 86 companies 
issuing both A-share and B-share. The second set of series (SHSE) only includes 44 
companies issuing both A shares and B shares on the SHSE while the third set of 
series (SZSE) only includes 42 companies both issuing A shares and B shares on the 
SZSE. The empirical results are shown in Table 8. 
[Insert Table 8 here] 
For all three series of average discount {adc,), both the p-values of LM test and p-
values ofDurbin's h-statistics are great enough to show that e! would be white noise. 
Besides, it is clear that both intercept dummy parameters (y o) in (1) whole sample 
and (2) SHSE are negative and significant at the level of 1 percent while intercept 
dummy parameter (丫。）in (3) SZSE are negative and significant at the level of 5 
percent. Therefore, this result shows that there exists a structural break of each series 
of discount. We can conclude that the average discount of all B-share stocks dropped 
systematically after the change in ownership policy of B shares on February 19, 2001 
and the arbitrage activities occurred in the China stock market. This finding is 
consistent with the conjecture that local Chinese residents sold their A shares and 
bought B shares of the same company simultaneously because both shares generated 
the same dividend claims over an infinite horizon. 
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Chapter 5 
Explanations for Limited Arbitrage 
As shown in both Graph 2 and Graph 5, after the change in ownership policy of B 
shares on February 19, 2001, the monthly average discount of all B-share stocks 
persisted and was relatively stable between 45% and 50% (see Graph 5). ^^  In fact, 
local Chinese residents who expected the complete price convergence would be more 
likely to freely short A shares and long B shares. The costs of their holdings of PRC 
enterprises are lower while their future income streams of dividend earnings remain 
unchanged. If this arbitraging happened, the price gap would be completely 
eliminated in a short period of time, or the prices of these two classes of shares would 
tend to converge. The following discussion outlines some explanations for limited 
arbitrage in China stock market. 
5.1. Absence of Free Convertibility of Renminbi 
Shleifer and Summer (1990) claim that if there exists a perfect substitute, then 
arbitrage is riskless. Arbitragers thus assure that relative prices of securities must be in 
line for there to be no riskless arbitrage opportunity. However, in central-planned 
economy, could every local Chinese resident freely convert Renminbi into foreign 
15 We also perform a hypothesis test to show daily average discount of all B-share stocks is 
significantly different from zero after the liberalization of B shares in 1 month (T=361). (i.e. 
： adCt 二 0 v e r s u s / / j ： adc, ^ 0). The corresponding test statistics is 217.07 > 1.96. Therefore, 
we can conclude that we reject HQ : adc^ = 0 • 
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currencies (i.e. Hong Kong dollar or US dollar) at a local bank to engage in B-share 
market and do arbitraging? To answer this question, we first review China's foreign 
exchange control. Generally speaking, Renminbi is convertible only for current 
account, which mainly cover foreign trade and foreign companies' conversion of 
profits to their home country currencies (i.e. RMB). But under capital account, which 
covers the investment in securities, it is not convertible. Only local Chinese residents 
who have foreign currency deposits are eligible to open B-share accounts. As a result, 
we find that large transaction cost in converting foreign currencies and no company 
engaging in B-share trading limit arbitrage activities in China stock market. 
5.1.1 China，s Foreign Exchange Control and Regulation 
In line with the overall development of the country's legal framework, the regulations 
imposed on foreign exchange transactions have become increasingly detailed and 
complex, thus having a major impact on day-to-day operations of foreign entities in 
China. The PRC foreign exchange control regime currently in effect was put in place 
by the Announcement of the People's Bank of China Concerning Further Reform of 
the Foreign Exchange Control System, which was issued on December 28, 1993, and 
became effective on January 1, 1994. Furthermore, the principal ruled for the control 
system are set out in the Regulations of the People's Republic of China for the 
Control of Foreign Exchange, adopted by the State Council on January 8, 1996, 
effective from April 1, 1996, and later amended on January 14, 1997. 
16 For details, see Zee, Winston K.，China forex handbook. Hong Kong: Asia Information Associates 
Limited, 1999. 
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The two key regulatory authorities responsible for the PRC currency market are the 
People's Bank of China (PBGC) and the State Administration of Foreign Exchange 
(SAFE). The PBGC is the central bank of China, and thus regulates banks and other 
financial institutions in the country and manages the state's treasury. The SAFE is the 
government authority responsible for supervising China's foreign exchange market. 
Its duties include drafting state policies for foreign control; formulating reform plans 
for China's foreign exchange system and regulating the supply and demand of foreign 
exchange. 
Under the Announcement and the Foreign Exchange Control Regulations, the PBGC 
and the SAFE mainly control foreign exchange by controlling the exchange rate of the 
Renminbi in the PRC currency market and controlling the inflow and outflow of 
foreign exchange that enters and leaves the PRC currency market. Although this 
system has been in place for several years, the enforcement of foreign exchange 
control has been lax, thereby creating many “grey area" opportunities that have 
enabled entities and individuals to "skirt the law". Therefore, the PBGC and the 
SAFE have been issuing a deluge of notices calling on banks to toughen up on foreign 
exchange control. 
5.1.2 Current Account versus Capital Account 
In order to control the flow of foreign currency into and out of the currency market, 
the authorities divided foreign exchange into two types: current account and capital 
account. Current account covers the transaction items, which are recurrent in the 
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course of international receipts and payments and which do not have the transfer of 
capital as their objective. Examples of current account items include revenue and 
expenditure from international trade in goods and services, cross-border aid. In 
contrast, capital account covers capital and liability credit and debit items arising from 
the inflow and outflow of capital in the course of international receipts and payment. 
Examples include direct investments, all kinds of loans, securities investment. 
Under the regulations, Renminbi is convertible for current account with verification 
for some types of transaction. However, for capital account, foreign exchange is 
strictly controlled from coming into and leaving from the PRC currency market. 
Therefore, foreign investors no longer engage in A shares market while local Chinese 
residents are not permitted to invest in oversea stock markets. As a result, B-share 
market is one of the ways for the PRC firm to raise foreign capital under the foreign 
exchange control. i7 
5.7.3 Impact of China 's Foreign Exchange Control on Price Discount 
The growth in international trade in goods and services gives rise to a growing 
number of foreign currency holders among local Chinese residents and larger foreign 
exchange deposits at banks. According to the statistics of the People's Bank of China, 
the individual deposits in foreign currencies increased to nearly US$90 billion in the 
first quarter of 2003. Details are shown in Graph 8. These deposits are the only source 
of fund for local Chinese residents to engage in B-share market after the liberalization 
17 PRC issuers can also list in Hong Kong by issuing H shares or list in US by issuing N shares. 
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of B shares in February 2001. In other word, only local Chinese residents who have 
foreign currency deposits are eligible to open B-share accounts and to arbitrage their 
holdings by selling A shares and buying B shares. Obviously, only eligible investors 
contribute to narrowing in price gap between A shares and B shares of the same 
company. 
[Insert Graph 8 here] 
On the other hand, eligible residents are not permitted to lend their foreign currencies 
saving to non-eligible residents. Therefore, a large number of non-eligible residents 
and corporations still holding A shares are short of foreign currency and impose a 
huge transaction cost to illegally obtain foreign currency. As a result, A-share market 
is still attractive for those without foreign currency. A shares and B shares in China 
stock market are not perfect substitutes. In the absence of free convertibility of 
Renminbi under capital account, the liberalization of B shares only narrowed the price 
gap but did not completely eliminate it. 
5.1.4 Free Convertibility of Foreign Exchange in Hong Kong 
Foreign investors, for example, Hong Kong residents are able to invest in shares of 
the same Chinese enterprises in both H-share and N-share markets. Since H shares 
and N shares are identical in terms of the rights, obligations and the dividend claims, 
they are perfect substitutes. Most importantly, there is no foreign exchange control in 
Hong Kong, which allows investors to arbitrage to assure that relative prices of 
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securities are in line to eliminate riskless arbitrage opportunity. Therefore, we 
examine whether arbitraging happen under this situation by testing whether the 
average discounts of all H-share stocks relative to N-share is zero. The following 
subsection develops a test for this hypothesis. 
5丄 4.1 The Data 
In this part, we examine whether the average discount of all H-share stocks relative to 
N-share is zero. The sample period is from July 26, 1993 to September 27, 2002. We 
analyze the daily data on simultaneously listed H shares and N shares of 12 PRC 
companies in the SEHK and the NYSE respectively. Table 4e and 4f present the stock 
code, the name of company, and the listing date of both H shares and N shares of each 
company. 
[Insert Table 4e & 4f here: 
5.1.4.2 Definition of Discount 
The daily discount of H-share stock is computed for each H-share & N_ 
share issued company: 




dc{HN),, = daily discount ofH-share stock to N-share in particular company /at date 
t\ 尸adjusted stock price of the particular H share i at date t.P�仰广 adjusted 
stock price of the particular A share i at date t. � ， i s denominated in USD; 
e � = the exchange rate of US dollar/ HK dollar at date t (i.e. the price of US 
(USD / HKD)t 。 
dollar in terms of HK dollar). 
In order to look at the discount of all H-share stocks relative to N-share among all 
companies, daily simple average discount of all H-share stocks relative to N-share 
(adc{HN),) is computed for each date t: 
adc{HN), 二 2 , - ^ ⑵ 
/=1 上、t 
where: 
adc{HN)= daily simple average discount of all H-share stocks to N-share at date 
t\N = total number of companies in the sample. 
5.1.4.3 Basic Idea 
The daily simple discount of B shares relative to A shares (i.e. adc^ in equation (4)), 
which was serially correlated shown in equation (5). Nevertheless, we found that the 
daily simple discount of H shares relative to N share (i.e. adc�HN\ in equation (9)) 
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are not serially correlated and not heteroskedastical. Therefore, the hypothesis test is 
set up based on the assumption that adc{HN), is an identical and independent random 
variable. The test is shown as follows: 
HQ : adc{HN), = 0 versus H^ : adc{HN),本 0 
. . estimate adciHN) ,in� 
test statistics = = j= (1U) 
sampling g —丨识 
error 
where: 
a d c ( H N 、： ~ ^ ( 1 1 ) 
j^iadc(HN), -adc{HN)Y 
G (12) 
T — 1 
T = number of trading days 
If test statistics > 0^25 (or z 025 = 1.96 since r observations are very large), then we 
reject the null hypothesis (i.e. H�: adc�HN\ 二 0 ) at a 5 percent level of significance. 
However, if test-statistics < 1.96, then we fail to reject the null hypothesis. 
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5.1.4.4 The Empirical Findings 
Table 9 presents the result of the hypothesis test. We test if the daily average 
discounts of all H-share stocks relative to N-share {adc{HN)^iQ zero. 
[Insert Table 9 here； 
Since test statistics = 1.1456 < 1.96, we fail to reject the null hypothesis 
( / / � : adc{HN), = 0 ). Therefore, the discount is zero. Under free convertibility of US 
dollar and HK dollar, this finding is not surprising. Once the prices are different, 
arbitrager would act to eliminate the price gap. We can predict that if Renminbi is 
ful ly convertible under capital account, the transaction cost in converting foreign 
currency would be eliminated and arbitragers would drive the prices of A-share and 
B-share to the same level. 
5.2 Investment Returns of A-Share and B-Share 
Though there exists a price gap, it is interesting to test whether the daily returns of A-
share and B-share for local Chinese residents are same. If A shares and B shares were 
expected to yield the same return, investing in A shares or B shares makes no 
difference, particularly in the short run when the likelihood of a policy change is 
negligible. There is then no incentive to arbitrage and no tendency for prices to 
equalize. When compared with the factor of non-free convertibility of Renminbi, this 
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story suggests that B-share discount is likely to persist into the future. This hypothesis 
is stronger, the higher the proportion of short-term traders in the market 
The following part constructs a hypothesis testing to see if the returns of A-share and 
B-share for local Chinese residents are equal. 
5.2.1 The Data 
In this part, we examine whether the returns of A-share and B-share for local Chinese 
residents are equal. The sample period is from January 2, 1991 to September 27, 2002. 
Again, we analyze the daily data on simultaneously listed A shares and B shares of 86 
companies in China stock market. Some definitions of the variables are as follows: 
First, the daily return of A-share 0(办,） is computed for each A-share & B-share 
issued company: 
^{A)i,t — P(A�i,t-\ n 3) 
- p 乂 , 
厂M)/’-1 
where: 
r . = daily return of the particular A share i at date t ；尸⑷,,=adjusted stock price of 
the particular A share i at date t. 






r� ,，=daily return of the particular B share i at date t ； � , = a d j u s t e d stock price of 
the particular B share i at date t\P�B�" is denominated in US dollar if that particular 
B share i is listed on the SHSE, otherwise F� ,， is denominated in HK dollar if that 
particular B share i is listed on the SZSE. 
For sake of simplicity, we ignore the dividend payment when calculating returns of 
both A-share and B-share, because investor is assumed to be a day-trader. Besides, 
apart from concerning the return of each individual stock, we also investigate the 
difference in the daily average returns between A-share and B-share. The methods of 
simple average and weighted average are applied in the calculation. 
Method 1: Simple average method 
The daily simple average return of all stocks is computed for each date t: 
For A shares ( AJ^(仲)： 
( 仲 台 K 
where: 
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A R � ‘ =daily simple average return of A-share at date t; TV, = total number of A-share 
company in the sample at date t . 
For B shares ( A R � i ) : 
� ( 1 6 ) 
、昨台N丨 
where: 
y lR� ,=dai ly simple average return of B-share at date t; TV = total number of B-share 
company in the sample at date t. 
Method 2: Weighted average method 
Each company is weighted by its total market capitalization, which includes the 
market capitalization of A shares and market capitalization of B shares. The weight of 
each A-share & B-share company is computed as follows: 
I. Calculating the daily total market capitalization (TMV^) at date t: 
TMV^  (17) 
/=i 
where: 
TMV^  = total market value of all A-share & B-share issued companies at date t; MV�,,二 
market values of each A-share & B-share issued company i at date t (i.e. MV. = A 
share ‘s MV + B share ‘s MV of each A-share & B-share issued company i at date t). 
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w,, 二 daily weight of each A-share & B-share issued company i at date t. 
III. The daily weighted average return of all A-share stocks ( W R (朴 ) i s computed 
for each date t: 
厭 ⑷ � M (19) 
/=1 
where: 
脈�(=daily weighted average return of A-share at date t. 
IV. The daily weighted average return of all B-share stock ( 股 ( 仲 ) i s computed 
for each date t: 
• ( 卯 ⑷ " （20) 
;=i 
where: 
WR^B)t = daily weighted average return of B-share at date t. 
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5.2.2 Foreign Exchange Factor 
In the SHSE, B shares are denominated in US dollar. When local Chinese residents 
invest in B-share market, they are required to exchange Renminbi for US dollar. For 
the purpose of calculating the total price return for local Chinese residents, we ignore 
the foreign exchange control and assume that they are able to purchase US dollar 
illegally. Alternatively, we assume they are able to ask their relatives resided in Hong 
Kong, Macau or Taiwan to buy B-share stocks. So, the daily rate of return of foreign 
currency is calculated as: 
^ _ ^{USD/RMB)t ~ ^{USD/RMB)t-l 
f^^iUSDI RMB)t = “ � ) 
^(USE / RMB)t-l 
where: 
f灯iusDiRMBv 二 rate of return of foreign exchange rate of US dollar/ RMB for local 
Chinese residents at date t; 謝仲=the exchange rate of US dollar/ RMB at date t 
(i.e. the price of US dollar in terms of RMB). 
In the SZSE, B-shares are denominated in HK dollar. When local Chinese residents 
invest in B-share market, they are required to exchange RMB for HK dollar. The daily 
rate of return of foreign currency is calculated as: 
^ _ ^{HKD/RMB)t ~ ^{HKD! RMB)t-\ /^O) 




fKr‘ 口…職=rate of return of foreign exchange rate of HK dollar/RMB for local 
J yHKD / RMB)t � 
Chinese residents at date t; 6 、 腳 _ 、 , = the exchange rate of HK dollar/RMB at date t 
(i.e. the price of HK dollar in terms ofRMB). 
5.2.3 Basic Idea 
Each hypothesis test is set up as follows: 
H , ： r(冲 二 r^ B)t versus H^ : r � , * r � , 
or 
丑0 : � V — r(冲=0 versus H , : r (仲 - r � ,本 0 
where: 
r(仲 is return of A-share at date t ； r(仲 is return of B-share at date t. 
We let D= r(仲—r(冲，which denotes the difference in returns between A shares and 
B shares at date t. 
. . estimate D o � 
Test statistics = 二 j= 










T = number of trading days in the sample 
Like the daily simple discount of H shares relative to N share (i.e. adc�HN\ in 
equation (9)), the difference in returns between A shares and B shares (i.e. D, ) are not 
serially correlated and not heteroskedastical. Therefore, the hypothesis test is set up 
based on the assumption that is an identical and independent random variable. 
Accordingly, if test statistics > t^^s (or z 025 = 1.96 since T observations are very 
large), then H^ : r � , = r � , s h o u l d be rejected at the 5 percent level of significance. 
However, if test statistics < 1.96, then we fail to reject H^ : r� ,=厂⑷, . 
5.2.4 Different Sets of Returns 
In our study, different sets of returns (i.e. r � , a n d r � , ) a r e used in the hypothesis 
testing. 
Set 1 returns: Difference in daily returns of each individual A-share & B-share 
company 
There are totally 86 companies that simultaneously issue A shares and B shares. For 
each company, we separately test the return of A-share against B-share. Therefore, 
there are 86 hypothesis tests in this part. And each test is as follows: 
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Ho ： R�a�< = R(bv versus H^ ： R�,本尺(b), 
Set 2 returns: Difference in daily simple average returns 
In this part, daily simple average return of all A-share stocks ( A R (仲 ) a n d daily 
simple average return of all B-share stocks ( A R � , ) a r e used in my analysis. So, the 
hypothesis test is as follows: 
H , : A 尺 ( 冲 = A R � , v e r s u s H^ : A 尺 ( 仲 本 从 ⑷ , 
With foreign exchange factor, the hypothesis testing should be: 
For shares listed on the SHSE, 
Hq ： AR�I = + fa^(USD/RMB)t 
versus 
H 4 : AR⑷丨本 fa^iUSD/RMB)l 
For shares listed on the SZSE, 
Hq ： A R w � = A R � t + fa^{HKD/RMB)t 
versus 
H^ ： A R � I 本从(B)t + fa^iHKD/RMB)l 
45 
Set 3 returns: Difference in daily weighted average returns 
First, daily weighted average return of all A-share stocks ( 腳 ⑷ a n d daily simple 
average return of all B-share stocks ( J V R � , ) a r e used in my analysis. So, two 
hypothesis tests are as follows: 
丑0: •(冲=股(卯 versus //厂驟⑷,^^哪⑷, 
Again, if we considering foreign exchange factor, the hypothesis testing should be: 
For shares listed on the SHSE, 
H, ： WR(朴=股⑷,+ fxr^uSDIRMB)t 
versus 
H^ ： W R � ‘ * + MuSD/RMB)t 
For shares listed on the SZSE, 
Hq ： W R � , = W R � t + fa^{HKDIRMB)t 
versus 
H ^ : W R ( 朴 本 股 ( 仲 + 〜 匪 卿 
46 
5.2.5 The Empirical Findings 
Full sample period 
Table 10 presents the results of hypothesis testing for the set 1 returns. The full 
sample period is from January 2, 1991 to September 27，2002. The daily returns of A-
share and B-share of each individual company are examined. 
Insert Table 10 here； 
There are 97.93% (see Panel A, Table 10) SHSE companies and 100% SZSE 
companies whose test statistics are less than the critical value (i.e. 1.96), so we can 
conclude that the daily returns of A-share and B-share of each company are the same. 
With considering exchange rate factor, the results are the same (see Panel B, Table 
10). 
Table 10a presents the results of hypothesis testing for the set 2 returns. The daily 
simple average returns of all A-share and B-share are examined. There are three 
samples, namely (1) SHSE, which comprises 44 A-share & B-share companies listed 
on the SHSE only (T=2613); (2) SZSE, which comprises 42 A-share & B-share 
companies listed on the SZSE (T=2594); (3) total sample, which comprises 86 A-
share & B-share companies listed on both the SHSE and the SZSE (T=2613). 
[Insert Table 10a here] 
47 
As shown in Panel A of Table 10a, the absolute values of test statistics of all these 
three samples are 0.3689, 0.5430 and 0.2676 in SHSE, SZSE and total sample 
respectively. All test statistics are less than 1.96 (i.e. we fail to reject the null 
hypothesis at the 5 percent level of significance). In addition, when adding the rate of 
return of foreign currency, Panel B shows that the absolute values of test statistics 
among all these three samples are 0.0718, 0.6888 and 0.0104 in SHSE, SZSE and 
total sample respectively. Thus, we fail to reject the null hypothesis 
a.己 H�.. AR�仰=AR�B�t + for�__Bv Consequently, we can conclude that the 
daily simple average returns of all A-share and B-share stocks are equal. 
For the set 3 returns, the daily weighted average returns of all A-share and B-share 
stocks are examined. There are also three samples, which are the same as those used 
in the set 2 returns (i.e. (1) S H S E , � SZSE and (3) total sample). As shown in Panel 
C of Table 10a, the absolute values of test statistics among all these three samples are 
0.6641, 0.1808 and 0.6524 in SHSE, SZSE and total sample respectively. All test 
statistics are less than 1.96 (i.e. we fail to reject the null hypothesis at the 5 percent 
level of significance). In addition, when adding the rate of return of foreign currency, 
Panel D of Table 10a shows that the absolute values of test statistics among all these 
three samples are 0.3548, 0.0082 and 0.3630 in SHSE, SZSE and total sample 
respectively. Therefore, we also fail to reject both null hypotheses 
(i.e. H, : • ( 仲 二 WR�,+ ficr卿R聊and H, : • ( 仲 = 妒 及 ( 仲 + A 厂 ( 動 / 舰 仲 ) . 
Therefore, the daily weighted average returns of A-share and B-share are equal for 11 
years, 
48 
Alternative sample periods 
Next, different testing periods are taken into the hypothesis testing. Table 10b, 
presents the result of hypothesis testing for both set 2 returns and set 3 returns using 
sample period before the change in ownership policy of B shares (i.e. From January 5, 
1998 to February 16, 2001). 
[Insert Table 10b here] 
From all panels of Table 10b, the absolute values of test statistics among all these 
three samples are less than 1.96. This result suggests us to accept H^ : AR(办=AJl�, 
again. 
Second we examine the difference in returns between A shares and B shares once 
after the change in ownership policy of B shares (i.e. From February 28, 2001 to from 
September 27, 2002). Table 10c presents the result of hypothesis testing for both set 2 
returns and set 3 returns. 
Insert Table 10c here] 
Both Panel A and Panel B of Table 10c show that the absolute values of test statistics 
among all these three samples are greater than 1.96. Not surprisingly, this result 
suggests us to reject the null hypothesis (i.e. H^ : AR(仲=AR�!). 
49 
We understand this result is subject to the returns of A-share and B-share moving in 
opposite directions after the change in ownership policy of B shares. Therefore, we 
explore further and allow 7 days of arbitraging to take place after the liberalization of 
B shares. The sample period is then chosen from March 9, 2001 to September 27, 
2002. Table lOd presents the results of hypothesis testing for both set 2 returns and 
set 3 returns. 
[Insert Table lOd here] 
From all Panels of Table lOd, we see that “no difference" result emerges again. All 
the absolute values of test statistics among all these three samples are less than 1.96. 
Therefore, after 7-day of arbitraging, the returns of A-share and B-share in the 
subsequent days became the same again. These results show that the liberalization of 
B shares will not change the expectation about the price convergence among local 
Chinese residents. 
To summarize this subsection, although the prices of A-share and B-share stocks are 
different, their ex-ante returns are likely the same. If local Chinese investors are day-
traders or have a short holding interval, then they regard A shares and B shares as 
identical in return and hence they do not expect price convergence to take place. 
Consequently, arbitrage is limited in China stock market. 
50 
5.2.6 Irrelevant Difference in Liquidity between A Shares and B Shares 
Ma (1996) argues that the price discount of B-share stocks can be explained by the 
liquidity of different shares. Nevertheless, if B shares are illiquid, then cost of holding 
B shares is much higher than A shares and hence rational investors would require 
higher return to compensate their higher holding costs. Since we found that their ex-
ante returns in holding A shares and B shares are the same over time, the liquidity 




This paper studies the impediments to arbitraging of A-share and B-share markets, 
where B-share is worth less than its A-share of the same company, although they pay 
the same dividends. We find that, although there are no significant operational 
differences between A-share and B-share trading, a significant transaction cost in 
converting foreign currencies make individuals and companies difficult to engage in 
B-share market. Furthermore, we find that investing in A shares or B shares makes no 
difference, particularly in the short run when the likelihood of a policy change is 
negligible. There is then no incentive to arbitrage and no pressure for prices to 
equalize. All together, the factor of non-free convertibility of Renminbi, our findings 
suggest that arbitrage is limited in China stock market and B-share discount is likely 
to persist into the future. 
Using daily stock price data on 86 PRC companies that issue both A shares and B 
shares in China stock market, we apply a time-series model to test for the existence of 
structural break in the series of average discount of all B-share stocks relative to A-
share. The empirical results are consistent with our hypothesis that there exists a 
systematic change in discount of B-share after the liberalization of B shares. 
However, the discount of B-share did not converge to zero. In fact, daily average 
discount of B shares dropped by 30 percent after the liberalization and was relatively 
stable between 45% and 50% at equilibrium. 
52 
One reason for the persistence of discount is the absence of free convertibility of 
Renminbi for local Chinese residents. This imposes a significant transaction cost in 
converting foreign currencies. Together with the fact that companies cannot 
participate in B-share trading, this implies A shares and B shares are not perfect 
substitutes. In contrast, in the case of markets in Hong Kong and the US, where 
foreign exchange controls are absent, we find that prices of H shares and N shares are 
equal. This reference example shows that if cost of converting foreign currency is 
negligible, arbitragers can drive the prices to the fundamental values. 
In addition, we conduct hypothesis testing to examine whether the returns of A-share 
and B-share are equal over the sample period. We find that the daily returns are the 
same both before and after the liberalization of B shares when prices had stabilized. 
Therefore, if local Chinese residents are day-traders, they do not expect price 
convergence. Since price convergence between A shares and B shares is unlikely, 
they have no incentive to arbitrage their holdings. 
On November 7, 2002, PRC announced the Provisional Measures on Administration 
of Domestic Securities Investments of Qualified Institutional Investors. Effective 
from December 1, 2002, qualified institutional investors were allowed to invest in A 
shares. The further liberalization would affect the price discount and the returns 
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